
LEATHER CLEANER                    DASHBOARD SHINE

REFERENCE #

REFERENCE # REFERENCE #

 MXM-CAR-IN003

MXM-CAR-IN006

MXM-CAR-IN004

Gentle care for the leather upholstery 
of your vehicle. Our special waxes 
nourish the leather, making it soft 
and flexible. This advanced solution 
prevents cracking, discolouration and 
premature aging of leather upholstery 
due to UV light. With the luxurious 
scent of expensive leather interior. 
Ideal for all leather goods in cars, 
motorcycles, etc. Suitable for genuine 
& faux leather. 

 

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-IN007

Advanced car interior & air 
conditioner fragrance

Bring the fresh, crisp air of the wild 
evergreen forests into your car! The 
specially selected fragrance notes 
of sandalwood, patchouli and musk 
combine to form a unique, long-
lasting scent, making every trip an 
unforgettable experience!

Advanced car interior & air condi-
tioner fragrance

Take your trips to the next level 
with the luxury scent of Carbonax 
“Luxury Car”. This lavish, long lasting 
fragrance fills the interior and arouses 
the senses, leaving your car smelling 
brand new. Thanks to the fragrance 
concentration of our perfume essenc-
es, you can enjoy a fresh smelling car 
hours after use.

Let your dashboard shine brighter 
than ever with MAXAM Dashboard 
Shine! This formula uses high-end 
compounds to create a glossy finish! 
Forms a protective layer against crack-
ing and scratching while cleaning any 
dirt with ease! Prevents discolouration 
due to constant sunlight exposure. 
With anti-static effect  and pleasant 
fragrance. Suitable for plastics, PVC, 
vinyl, rubber & leather. 

ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER                  

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-IN005

MAXAM All-purpose Interior Cleaner is 
a must-have for auto interior cleaning. 
Active compounds eliminate more 
than 99% of dirt & superfine particles 
(dust, dirty stains, fingerprints, etc.) 
and protect interiors from the negative 
effects of UV light. Forms an anti-static 
layer preventing future appearance of 
dust. Does not leave streaks, or stick-
iness. Adds natural shine and leaves 
a long-lasting fresh scent in the car 
interior! Suitable for plastic details, PVC, 
vinyl, rubber & leather. No colourants or 
silicones added! 

“OCEAN WAVE”  ODOUR ELIMINATOR 

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-IN008

x 12 x 600

Ingredients from

Produced and 
packed in

INTERIOR CAR 
CARE PRODUCTS

European Producer with more 
than 25 years of experience.

DASHBOARD SPONGE CLASSIC

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-IN001

MAXAM Dashboard Sponge Classic 
is a quick and easy way to clean your 
dashboard in seconds! Removes dust 
and leaves a soft gloss. Protects the 
dashboard from cracking and dis-
colouration and leaves a fresh scent. 
Suitable for everyday use. Compact 
size for storage. 

DASHBOARD SPONGE ULTRA

REFERENCE #

MXM-CAR-IN003

Twice as concentrated for ultra-gloss 
and long-lasting dashboard protection! 
MAXAM Dashboard Sponge Ultra 
eliminates built-up dirt from dashboards 
and car interiors and leaves a high gloss 
finish! This exclusive formula prevents 
cracking, scratching and colour fading 
due to UV light. Long-lasting luxury 
fragrance freshens up the car interior! 
Safe to use on plastics, rubber details, 
leather upholstery (genuine and faux 
leather), etc. Suitable for everyday use. 

“WILD FOREST” ODOUR ELIMINATOR 

x 84 x 4200

“LUXURY CAR” ODOUR ELIMINATOR 

Advanced car interior & air 
conditioner fragrance

Bask in the tropics with the 
invigorating aroma of a salty beach 
and allow the fresh, dewy scent of 
MAXAM Anti-Tobacco Ocean Wave 
to fill your car and excite your senses. 
Our car fragrances use tough, odour 
eliminating technology to attach to 
odours and neutralize them before 
they take over your car’s interior.

600 ml


